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Action Recognition by Time Series of Retinotopic
Appearance and Motion Features
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Abstract— We present a method for recognizing and localizing
actions in video by the sequence of changing appearance and
motion of the participants. Appearance is modeled by histogram
of oriented gradients object detectors, while motion is modeled
by optical-flow motion-pattern detectors. Sequencing is modeled
by a hidden Markov model (HMM) whose output models are
these appearance and motion detectors. The HMM and associated
detectors are simultaneously trained, learning the sequence of
detectors that match the most distinctive temporal subsequences
of the action represented in the training data. Training uses
both positive and negative samples of a given action class and is
accomplished without the need for annotation of the correspon-
dence between training video frames and the state-conditioned
detectors, by minimizing a discriminative cost function through
gradient descent. Trained models are used to perform recognition
and localization by simultaneous detection, tracking, and action
recognition. In contrast to many prior methods, our approach
learns intuitively meaningful models that represent action as
a sequence of retinotopic models. We demonstrate such by
rendering these models on unseen test video. This method was
found to perform competitively on three standard datasets,
Weizmann, KTH, and UCF Sports, as well as on the video from
the Defence Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) Mind’s
Eye program and a newly filmed dataset.

Index Terms— Hidden Markov model (HMM), object
detection, tracking, video action recognition.

I. INTRODUCTION

ACTION recognition in video is a growing field
applicable to areas such as surveillance, robotics, and

video retrieval. This field largely focuses on forced choice
one-out-of-K classification of video clips, rather than binary
classification or detection in long streaming videos, which can,
in theory, be done by the extension of a classification system.
The most prominent datasets [1]–[6] reflect this focus. Every
video clip in these datasets contains a single instance of an
action; no clip contains multiple actions or fails to depict
any action. The most prominent current methods [1], [6]–[15]
generally employ a bag of spatio-temporal visual-words
approach (BOW). They generally extract feature vectors,
such as spatiotemporal interest points (STIP) [4] or dense
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trajectories [13], at a subset of space–time points, build a
codebook by pooling such vectors, quantize such feature
vectors on this codebook, compute a histogram of codebook-
entry occurrences on the pooled frames of a video, and classify
these histograms with temporally invariant models, such as
support vector machines (SVMs). However, such methods
leave something to be desired, as they do not represent the
coarse-grained temporally variant appearance and motion that
is characteristic of an action class in a human discernible
fashion, relying instead on aggregation of very fine-grained
properties. Such methods can learn models for actions based
on low-level features that have correlation with the classes
in the particular dataset used, but which are unrelated to the
meaning of the action class that a human might understand.
For example, they might associate diving with a blue Olympic
swimming pool [16], or basketball and volleyball with a
wooden gym floor [17]. The aggregated properties by which a
video is classified, therefore, may have not even come from the
part of the video in which the action takes place. Such methods
therefore generally do not localize the recognized actions.

These methods are akin to distinguishing lasagna from
spaghetti by blending them up and analyzing the ratios of
elements with a mass spectrometer. Fundamentally, spaghetti
and lasagna differ only in the shape of the pasta, but are
usually associated with different sauces, resulting in corre-
lations with different microscopic properties. Thus, such a
blender approach would generally have high performance, but
completely fail to distinguish lasagna and spaghetti without
sauce or fail to distinguish pesto or Alfredo lasagna from
spaghetti when trained on tomato lasagna and spaghetti, and
would not be well suited to localizing individual pieces of
pasta. Similarly, models for diving and basketball which rely
on the backgrounds would have difficulty in recognizing a
person shooting a basketball in a swimming pool. Perhaps
for this reason, many datasets focus on classes which might
be better thought of as scenes than actions. For example, the
UCF50 [1] dataset depicts classes, such as military parade
and horse race, which are not localizable atomic actions, but
rather general scene categories.

One reason that much recent work focuses on BOW-style
methods is precisely because they do not involve localization,
which itself has proven to be quite difficult. Localization of
the action participants generally involves the use of some
kind of detector or tracker. However, detection and tracking
are themselves unsolved problems, with no totally reliable
solution. Background subtraction [18] avoids explicit object
detection and aims to identify those pixels that are in the
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Fig. 1. Visualization of appearance and motion models for the bend action. Appearance (top row) and motion (bottom row) are represented as dense grids
of edge and HOG and HOF centered on the action. These models depict a person bending over and standing back up.

foreground by building a model of the background and to
assign areas that move or otherwise deviate from this model
to the foreground. General tracking methods like that of [19]
take a bounding box as input and attempt to track the entity
bounded by that box through the rest of a video. However,
these methods do not have a way to track the particular person
performing an action and fail in the presence of occlusion or, in
the case of background subtraction, in the presence of several
moving objects. Any method that relies on such preprocessing
steps to provide the locations of the action participants is
subject to cascading failure when the detector or tracker fails
to track the relevant participants. The localization performance
therefore sets an upper bound on recognition performance.

However, the benefits of localizing the action participants
in addition to recognizing the action class have been
shown [20] and [21]. They track action participants and use
them to recognize and generate natural language sentences
complete with adjectives, adverbs, and prepositional phrases
describing the properties of and interactions between multiple
participants. This kind of deep analysis is impossible with-
out localization. The key to both of these methods is the
Event Tracker of Barbu et al. [22], which is a framework
for performing simultaneous tracking and action recognition.
It allows a high-level action model to influence the tracking
process, preventing the issue of cascading failure and making
it more reliable than two-step independent tracking and action
recognition methods.

The Event Tracker is not an action recognition model nor
a learning method, but a way to combine an existing action
recognizer which satisfies certain properties with existing
object-detectors to perform simultaneous tracking and action
recognition. The action models used by Yu and Siskind [20],
Siddharth et al. [21], and Barbu et al. [22] represent actions
only through simple features such as the gross motion and
relative position of the action participants. They therefore can
support only rather simple action classes, such as pick up

and approach, which can be represented by such features.
They rely on pretrained generic person and object detectors
to provide detections to the simultaneous tracking and action
recognition process. However, the actions in many standard
action recognition datasets, like UCF Sports [2], depict people
in rather unusual poses, which result in a failure of generic per-
son detectors. For these reasons, the Event Tracker framework
has not been shown to work on standard action recognition
datasets.

A. Contribution

We present a new method that performs action recognition
and localization using intuitively meaningful models, while
still achieving competitive performance on complex actions
and on standard action recognition datasets. This is made
possible by a novel learning method, which integrates detec-
tion, localization, and action recognition, training a combined
model to maximize action classification performance. Further,
it does so in a way compatible with the Event Tracker,
allowing it to be used as a tool, and showing that it can be
extended to complex actions. This new method models the
time series of the appearance and motion of the people and/or
objects that participate in an action. This is done by learning,
for each action class, a temporal sequence of actor-centered
histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) object detectors [23]
and optical-flow-based motion-pattern detectors. These models
are retinotopic. That is, like the receptors of the retina, they
are spatially organized in a dense grid. They are therefore
able to represent coarse spatial organization, which is lost in
sparse interest-point-based methods, and can be meaningfully
visualized and understood by humans as we demonstrate in
Fig. 1.

Each of these models represents the motion or appearance of
the actor during a highly distinguishing temporal subsequence
of an action. A sequence of such models represents the
changing characteristics of an actor in a video as they evolve
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over time during that action. Each action class is modeled with
a hidden Markov model (HMM) [24] whose state-conditioned
output models are the appearance and motion detectors. Thus,
each HMM state represents one of the characteristic appear-
ances and/or motion patterns, and the sequence of HMM states
models the changing appearance and motion over time. Such
an HMM is learned automatically through a novel discrimina-
tive training procedure on both positive and negative samples
of an action class. This results in simultaneously learning
which subsequences of the action are useful for recognition,
the order in which they take place, and the appearance and
motion detectors associated with each, without the need for
manual key framing or other extensive manual annotations.
We require only bounding boxes around the actor in the train-
ing videos. We further show how our learned models allow for
improvements to the Event Tracker to perform simultaneous
object detection, tracking, and recognition of actions.

II. RELATED WORK

There is recent prior work that also attempts to model time
series in general [25], which models actions in video as tem-
poral sequences, or which attempts to model the appearance
or pose of the participants. Tang et al. [26] break videos into
fixed-length segments, on which BOW features are computed,
and then use an HMM to model the sequence of segments.
However, the segment length was manually specified, varying
by dataset, and was very long, reducing each video to a
very small number of segments, and largely providing the
HMM with the latent state assignment information. Niebles
et al. [5] model actions as sequences of motion segments at
varying time scales. However, they represent each segment
as a histogram of sparse STIP features, whereas our method
uses a dense sampling grid to represent the coarse-scale
appearance and motion. Like Tang et al. [26], Liang et al. [27]
also break videos into fixed-length segments. They employ
a spatiotemporal AND–OR graph, which models actions as a
sequence of disjunctions of local BOW models over HOG
features and histogram of oriented flow (HOF) [28] features
computed at STIP interest points. They attempt to account for
spatial structure by explicitly modeling the relative positions
of these local models. Wang et al. [8] explicitly model human
joint pose, mine for clusters of pose sequences, and then
reduce videos to BOW histograms for classification with a
temporally invariant SVM. Wu and Shao [29] also classify
video with explicitly modeled human pose. They model the
sequence of human skeleton estimates extracted from 3-D
Red Green Blue Depth sensor data through an HMM with
a series of neural networks. In contrast, our method implicitly
models pose through appearance and motion models, allow-
ing application to appearance change of nonhuman objects,
and models the temporal sequence of changing appearance
rather than reducing it to a histogram like the one in [8].
Barbu et al. [22] also employ an HMM model, but do not
represent the appearance or motion patterns of the action.
They instead rely on features computed directly from bounding
boxes themselves, ignoring the content of the video inside
these boxes. They obtain such boxes from pretrained object

models that are used only for detection and are not state
conditioned. Thus, while they do model the sequence of chang-
ing gross object motion and of spatiotemporal relationships
among action participants, they do not model the sequence of
changing object appearances or motion patterns which cannot
be captured by the gross movement of the bounding detection
boxes. Banerjee and Nevatia [30] present a method based
on key-pose filters that model both appearance and motion.
Whereas we model the temporal sequence of action state and
infer the state at each frame with an HMM, they explicitly
model and infer the position of the key frames with a hidden
conditional random field. This model cannot localize the action
and instead depends on a separate pedestrian tracker, whereas
we learn models that enable simultaneous detection, tracking,
and action recognition.

The two methods that are most similar in spirit to our work
are [31] and [32]. Tian et al. [31] present a spatiotemporal
extension to the deformable part model (DPM) [33] intended
to serve as an action detector. They train a template for each
action that includes a cuboid root filter and a number of
displaceable cuboid part filters. Because the filters are cuboids,
they must be large enough to encompass the entire space
traversed by a moving object over the course of the entire
action, whereas our models track the object through time,
allowing the filters to be centered on the image region where
an object is present in a specific frame in the video. Their
method must also be provided with an annotation of the tem-
poral extent of a single cycle of each training action, such as
a single jumping jack, whereas our method can automatically
handle such repetitions without any annotation. Yao et al. [32]
present another recent method that extends the ideas of the
DPM object detector to action recognition. They use an HMM
to model the sequence of such models, each of which contains
a HOG root filter and a set of explicitly labeled body-
part models, which each consist of a HOG model and an
HOF model. For training, they require manual annotation and
labeling of the body parts. We require no such part annotations.
Whereas our training procedure can automatically cluster the
training video frames into a sequence of discriminative poses
to be modeled, they must do so by performing clustering on
these manual part annotations.

III. ACTION MODEL

The sequence of each action class is modeled by an HMM
with N states. An HMM assumes the existence of a hidden-
state sequence Xt , for t = 1, . . . , T , and that a series of
observations Dt was sampled from state-conditioned output
distributions bi (Dt ) = P(Dt |Xt = i). An HMM’s parameter
set λ consists of an initial state distribution π , specifying the
probability of beginning in each state, an N by N transition
matrix A, whose elements ai j specify the probability of
transitioning from state i at time t to state j at time t + 1,
and the parameters of the set of state output models bi , for
i = 0, . . . , N , which depend on the particular output models
used.

The likelihood l = P(D1, . . . , DT |λ) of the data for the
given HMM can be computed efficiently via the forward
algorithm [24]. It is computed as l = ∑N

i=1 αT (i), where
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Fig. 2. Diagram illustrating the presented method. Appearance (and motion,
not shown) features (second row) are extracted from the images within
bounding boxes in the video frames (top row). These features are matched
against the output models (third row) associated with each state (bottom row)
of an HMM, which models a particular action class. The sequence of states
and thus the sequence of appearances and motions associated with that action
class is modeled with a transition distribution.

αt (i) = P(D1, . . . , Dt , Xt = i |λ), and is computed recur-
sively via αt ( j) = ∑N

i=1 αt−1ai j b j (Dt ). Given a uniform prior
over action classes, a video can be classified by computing the
likelihood of the HMM for each class and choosing the class
with the highest likelihood.

In the presented method, as shown in Fig. 2, the observa-
tions Dt of a video are a sequence of dense n × n grids of
HOG and/or HOF feature vectors extracted from each frame of
the video along a sequence of bounding boxes around the actor.
For training, we assume that such boxes are available by some
means, either manually specified or produced automatically.
Such a sequence can be produced automatically by a variety
of methods: background subtraction, adjacent-frame image
differencing, or more powerful tracking methods. For simple
datasets such as Weizmann [3], background subtraction is
sufficient to find the actor and such background masks are
provided with the dataset. We automatically extract bounding
boxes from these masks for use in training. Other datasets,
such as UCF Sports, UCF11 [16], and UT-interaction [34],
provide such boxes directly. At test time, we obtain such
bounding boxes automatically. Our trained models allow us
to employ a modified version of the Event Tracker [22]
to perform simultaneous detection-based tracking and action
recognition, which is described further in Section IV.

Following [23], our HOG features use nine orientation
bins. However, rather than using four such histograms nor-
malized according to different blocks, which would result in
a 36-element vector for each block, we only normalize each
histogram once in each block in order to reduce the feature

Fig. 3. Visualization of the learned HOF models from jumping
jack (Weizmann) and learned HOG models from swing (UCF Sports), and
open drawer (Office11). The jumping jack models closely follow the person’s
sequence of body and limb movements, while the swing and open drawer
models closely follow the sequence of edge structure characteristic of each
action. Each visualization was produced on an unseen test video using the
forward–backward algorithm to produce a weighted assignment of each frame
to each HMM state and by rendering on each frame the model that belongs
to the HMM state with the highest weight.

dimensionality. Thus, each HOG grid position consists of a
nine-element vector. Our flow feature is similar to HOF. While
HOF involves computing differential flow, breaking the image
region into overlapping patches, binning the differential flow
by orientation in each patch, and then normalizing each patch,
our feature, in contrast, is computed for each patch by taking
the average flow and then binning its horizontal and vertical
components each into three bins, resulting in a six-element
vector for each grid position. The feature vectors at the grid
positions are concatenated into a single HOG vector and single
HOF vector per frame. Thus, the feature vector Dt for each
frame is of length 9n2

h for an nh × nh HOG grid and is of
length 6n2

f for an n f × n f HOF grid.
The HMM state output model b j (Dt ) for a particular state j

and the normalized HOG or HOF feature vector for a particular
frame t is computed with a sigmoided dot product

b j (Dt ) = 1

1 − exp (−h
∑

i w j i Dti )

where h is a smoothing parameter of the sigmoid and w j is
a weight vector of length 9n2

h for a HOG model and 6n2
f for

an HOF model.
We further take symmetry into account when comput-

ing b j (Dt ). This is done by computing both b j (Dt ) using the
original features Dt and using those features D′

t , which were
computed from the video after reflecting it along the vertical
axis. For each state j and for each frame t , the maximum of
these two scores is taken to be b j (Dt ). This provides a degree
of viewpoint invariance, allowing a single model to match an
action when viewed from either side, or to switch from one
orientation to another, as in row two of Fig. 3.

These output models do not satisfy the sum-to-one con-
straint, and therefore they are not probability distributions, but
rather single-layer neural networks. Niles and Silverman [35]
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Fig. 4. Visualization of the learned appearance and motion models from example states from a variety of action models. These each depict the edge
orientations (white lines) and motion orientations (green arrows) associated with a particular state of a particular action. These examples all show the general
form of a person, but in different postures, and with motion in different places and orientations. For example, the UCF Sports golf model (bottom row,
third column) shows the form of a person bent over while putting, with horizontal motion at the position of the club, while the Weizmann wave1 model
(second row far left) shows a person standing up straight, with motion corresponding to waving a single hand in the air.

showed that HMMs can be viewed as a special case of neural
networks and that, in this context, relaxing the sum-to-one
constraints is natural, and may result in a better classifier.
However, doing so does remove the probabilistic interpretation
of the HMM. Therefore, we refer to the output of the HMM
forward algorithm as an HMM score rather than a likelihood.

HOG object detectors generally also use a dot product
model. Thus, each state’s HOG output model can be thought
of as an object detector, and its HOF output model as
a motion-pattern detector. The use of object and motion
detectors as HMM output models allows an action to be
recognized by a sequence of appearances, by a sequence
of motion patterns, or by a combination of the two. For
example, an open drawer action could be recognized by the
appearance of a closed drawer, as determined by a high scoring
closed-drawer detector in one state, followed by a transition
to the appearance of an open drawer, as determined by a
high scoring open-drawer detector in another state. Fig. 3
shows a visualization of such a model on an unseen test
video. Fig. 3 was generated automatically by rendering, on
a given frame t , the HOG output model from the state j with
the highest P(Xt = j |D1, . . . , DT , λ) as computed by the

forward–backward algorithm [24]. The white lines indicate
HOG model weight at an orientation and location. Brighter
lines indicate more weight, while those with nonpositive
weight are not drawn. Fig. 3 also shows a similar visualization
of the HOF model for jumping jack on an unseen test video. A
green arrow indicates the weight of the model at a particular
position and orientation. The brighter arrows have higher
weight, while those with negative or zero weight are not
drawn. Fig. 4 shows visualizations of a number of example
output models showing both HOG and flow.

Because the opening of a drawer involves simple linear
motion that depends on the viewpoint, such an action might
not be easily recognizable with motion features. Other actions,
such as the skateboarding and walking classes in UCF Sports,
which have very similar appearances, might be more easily
distinguished by the difference in motion of the person’s legs.
The use of both appearance and motion detectors allows such
differences to be modeled. Other actions might involve the
same appearance or motion, but in a different sequence, such
as a close drawer action, which involves the same appearances
as an open drawer action, but in the opposite order. The
combination of the HMM’s state transition matrix with the
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detectors in its output models allows such actions to be
distinguished by the order in which these appearances take
place. BOW approaches would not be able to make such a
distinction.

IV. SIMULTANEOUS TRACKING

AND ACTION RECOGNITION

At test time, the goal of our system is to both recognize and
localize the actions occurring in video. We use a modification
to the Event Tracker [22] to combine our action model and
its internal object detectors into an integrated simultaneous
detection, tracking, and action recognition system. Given a
video, a set of scored object-detection boxes in each video
frame, and an HMM action model, the Event Tracker produces
a track composed of a single detection in each frame along
with a score indicating how well the track depicts the action
based on the HMM action model.

The Event Tracker operates by globally optimizing a joint
tracking and action recognition objective function

max
q1,...,qT

j 1,..., j T

T∑

t=1

f
(

pt
qt

) +
T∑

t=2

g
(

pt−1
qt−1, pt

qt

)

+
T∑

t=1

e
(

j t , pt
qt

) +
T∑

t=2

a( j t−1, j t) (1)

where the four terms are f (p), the detection score of each
box p in the sequence, g(p, p′), the track-coherency score
between each pair of boxes p and p′ in adjacent frames,
e( j, p), the HMM state output model score of the features
in box p scored against the state j , and a( j, j ′), the state-
transition score between the states j and j ′ assigned to each
pair of adjacent frames. Thus, it simultaneously finds the best
possible sequence of detections and the best possible sequence
of HMM states, producing the maximum a posteriori estimate
of the HMM score for the given optimal track.

The Event Tracker has three steps:

1) obtaining an over-generated set of scored object-
detection boxes;

2) constructing a lattice through the cross-product of detec-
tions and HMM states;

3) using the Viterbi algorithm [36] to find the optimal path
through the lattice.

The Viterbi algorithm uses dynamic programming to effi-
ciently find the optimal path through a lattice with unary
vertex costs and binary edge costs. Because the HMM and
tracking cost functions each consist of unary and binary terms,
a combined lattice with unary and binary costs acting on the
cross product of all box state pairs can be generated. The
Viterbi algorithm then finds the optimal combined sequence
of detections and HMM states, along with the corresponding
cost.

Joint optimization of the combined cost function allows the
action model to bias the tracker. This is advantageous when
compared with the use of tracking and action recognition in
independent steps. For instance, only one of several people in
a particular video might be performing a given action. If that

person is also difficult to track, perhaps partially occluded or in
the background, an independent tracker would have difficulty
in finding that person amidst the other, more easily tracked
people. However, the Event Tracker allows the high-level
information reflected in the action model to bias the low-level
tracker toward the person that best exhibits the characteristics
of that action.

Our use of HMMs allows us to make use of the Event
Tracker. In addition, the availability of HMM state-conditioned
object models produced by our method allows us to improve
on it.

In Step 1) of the Event Tracker, Barbu et al. [22] use
generic pretrained DPM object detectors to generate a large
number of detection boxes. Then they discard all but the top
P detections in each frame based on their detection scores.
In contrast, we produce the detections using the action-specific
HMM state output models, which have been trained by our
system to maximize recognition performance. We do so by
running our state-conditioned output models as object detec-
tors, producing, as in the DPM, a score pyramid in each frame
corresponding to the scores of boxes at each possible box
position at a variety of scales. Thus, for each position in the
pyramid, which corresponds to a box with a particular position
and scale, we have the output score for each HMM state.
Next, the top P boxes in each frame are kept for each HMM
state based on this score. This differs from [22], where the
top P boxes are kept solely based on a generic object-detector
score. Step 2) differs in that our detection boxes were produced
using state-conditioned models, and thus each box has an
associated HMM state. We therefore add a constraint to the
lattice that forces the chosen HMM state in a given frame to
match the state associated with the chosen box in that frame.

These modifications allow further influence of the
high-level action model on not only the tracker but also
the object-detection process. This has two advantages. First,
the action-specific HMM state-conditioned object models can
detect people or objects in poses or configurations that are
generally unusual, and thus score poorly with a generic
detector, but might be common or even characteristic of the
action in question. Thus, actions that are very difficult to track
with generic models because the person takes an unusual pose
become straightforward to track with our method. Further, the
inclusion of other features, like motion, into the score prior
to thresholding the boxes prevents the loss of detections that
have a comparatively poor object appearance score, but exhibit
the desired motion so well that they are part of the optimal
track.

We run our modified Event Tracker using the model for
each action class. For each action, this yields the optimal track,
along with a score indicating how well each such optimal track
depicts the action. If there is no person or other agent perform-
ing a given action in the video, the associated score will be
low. We perform classification and localization by choosing
the class and track from the model with the highest score.

V. TRAINING THE MODELS

The action models are discriminatively trained through
gradient descent with a maximum-margin objective function.
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Such an objective encourages each model to score highly
on training samples of its own class and poorly on others.
It also encourages each model to have higher score on training
samples with matching class than the other models on those
same samples. Thus, optimizing such a function aims to
improve classification performance.

The objective function used, O, is a sum over individual
training video costs Ov . Each video cost Ov is the square of
a soft version of the multiclass hinge loss function used by
Crammer and Singer [37] for multiclass SVMs

Ov = max(0, 1 + SOFTMAX({svr |r �= kv}) − svkv )
2

where svr is the HMM score (in log space) of video v with
HMM r , kv is the index of the HMM whose class matches
the class of video v, and

SOFTMAX(S) = y log

(
U∑

i=1

exp

(
Si

y

))

where U is the dimension of S and y is a smoothing constant.
Thus, when the correct HMM score svkv on a video v is greater
than the SOFTMAX of the incorrect scores svr by a margin
greater than 1, the video is classified correctly with a margin
of at least 1 and the cost is zero. If the margin is less than 1,
then

Ov =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝1 + y log

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

C∑

r=1
r �=kv

exp

(
svr

y

)
⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ − svkv

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠

2

where C is the number of classes.
To optimize O, we compute its gradient with respect to

the HMM parameters and perform gradient descent. We use
the chain rule to compute the gradient as a function of the
gradients of the individual video costs with respect to the
parameters of individual HMMs. The derivative (∂O/∂xrd)
of O with respect to xrd , the dth parameter of HMM r , is

∂O

∂xrd
=

∑

v

∂Ov

∂xrd

where by the chain rule

∂Ov

∂xrd
= ∂Ov

∂svr

∂svr

∂xrd

and (∂Ov/∂svr ) depends on whether r = kv , i.e., whether this
HMM’s class matches that of video v.

If r = kv , then (∂Ov/∂svr ) = −2
√

Ov ; otherwise
(∂Ov/∂svr ) = 2

√
Ov (∂SOFTMAXu(svu)/∂svr ). After simpli-

fying, we obtain

∂O

∂xrd
=

∑

v

2Z
√

Ov
∂svr

∂xrd

where Z = −1 if r = kv , otherwise

Z = svr exp(svr )
∑C

u=1
u �=kv

exp
(

svu
y

)

and where (∂svr/∂xrd) is the derivative of the score computed
by the HMM forward algorithm on video v with HMM r , with

respect to parameter d . Using the techniques of reverse-mode
automatic differentiation [38], which is a systematic way to
apply the chain rule, the entire gradient of svr with respect
to all HMM parameters can be computed efficiently within
a small constant factor of the time needed to compute the
score svr . This is done by taking a forward pass through
the program and computing the value of the function while
storing intermediate values, and then taking a backward pass
and computing the derivatives using these stored intermediate
values. This process is analogous to back propagation in neural
networks [39].

The parameters of an HMM are composed of three parts,
π , a, and w. The derivative āi j of an HMM’s score on a video
with features Dt with respect to the elements of its transition
matrix ai j , and π̄i , the derivative with respect to the elements
of its initial state distribution πi , are given by

āi j =
∑

t

ᾱt j α(t−1)i

π̄i = ᾱ0i bi (D0)

where ᾱt i , the derivative of the HMM score with respect
to αt i , is given by

ᾱt i =
∑

j

ᾱ(t+1) jb j (Dt )ai j .

The derivative w̄ jm of the HMM score with respect to w jm ,
the mth weight parameter of the output model of state j , is
given by

w̄ jm =
∑

t

h Dtmb̄t j exp(−hγt j )

(1 + exp(−hγt j ))2

where h is the smoothing parameter of the sigmoid function,
Dtm is the value of the mth element of the feature vector Dt

at frame t , γt j is the value of the dot product between Dt

and w j , and where b̄ j t , the derivative of the HMM score with
respect to b j (Dt ) is given by

b̄ j t =
⎧
⎨

⎩

ᾱt j

∑

i

ai j α(t−1)i , t > 0

ᾱ0 j π j , t = 0.

During optimization, the output models are constrained to have
unit magnitude. This is accomplished in two ways. First, the
gradient of the objective function is made to take the normal-
ization into account. This is done by creating an augmented
objective function that normalizes the output models before
passing them into the original objective function. We then take
the gradient of this augmented objective function. We let

w jm = w′
jm

∑
z w′

j z
.

Then, the desired derivative becomes

w̄′
jm = w̄ jm

∑
z w′

j z
−

∑
z w̄ j zw jm

(
∑

z w j z)2 .

The optimization procedure breaks the parameter space into
two subspaces, the space of initial-state parameters π and
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transition parameters ai j and the space of output-model para-
meters w jm . It alternates between taking steps in each space.
The initial-state parameters π and transition parameters ai j

are updated using the growth transform [40], while the
output models are updated using gradient descent with a
dynamic step size. While the above gradient points in a
direction for which an infinitesimally small step will maintain
the magnitude of the output models, the finite step size taken
by gradient descent results in small changes to the magnitude.
To compensate, the output models are also renormalized after
each gradient-descent step.

The effect of this optimization process is that the HMM
parameters are updated in a way that maximally improves the
discriminative power of the HMM score. The state-conditioned
output models each gradually become more distinct and spe-
cialized toward a particular temporal subsequence of the action
as the weighted assignment of frames to states becomes less
uniform. This results in the HMM states for a given action
model matching the sequence of the most distinct appearance
and/or motion that occurs in that action class, and rejecting
the appearance and motion that occurs in other actions as
encoded in negative training samples. The latent HMM states
are automatically assigned to these distinctive moments in the
video without the need for manual annotation of such. Fig. 3
shows visualizations of the models learned for jumping jack
from Weizmann, for swing from UCF Sports, and for open
drawer from Office11, a new dataset that we have filmed.

In contrast to pretraining object models and treating the
detector output scores as features, which would require manual
assignment of training frames to each model, the use of
detectors as HMM state-conditioned output models allows the
sequence of detectors to be trained automatically as part of the
action model. Thus, the latent state assignment is learned with-
out supervision in conjunction with the detectors themselves.

Training the detectors in conjunction with an HMM also
makes it possible for the detectors to be trained in a
discriminative fashion specifically to maximize action class
discrimination. In contrast, an object detector is generally
trained to maximize detection of that object, and therefore
seeks to score highly on all positive training frames. This
is achieved in methods such as the DPM by the use of
a disjunction of root filters. However, some poses are not
useful for discriminating between actions, such as a person
standing upright, who might be preparing to bend, kick, or
jump. Training a DPM model for each action would result in
each model including a root filter corresponding to a person
standing before the action. In contrast, the simultaneous train-
ing of the detectors and the HMM to maximize discrimination
between the actions allows nondiscriminative poses to be
ignored automatically as the detectors learn to model the most
discriminative sequence.

A. Mining for Difficult Negatives

The HMM scores svr depend on the sequence of boxes on
which the features have been computed. For the positive sam-
ples, i.e., when r = kv , the provided track of bounding boxes
around the actors are initially used to compute svr . After the
models have been partially trained, the Event Tracker is used

to find the highest scoring track through each training video
with the model whose class matches that video. The score svr

for r = kv is then taken to be a weighted mean between
that computed on the provided track and that computed on
the automatically determined track. This allows the system to
handle errors and misalignments in the tracks provided for
training.

We obtain additional negative samples by running our
partially trained action detector on the training videos similar
to the way that Felzenszwalb et al. [33] obtain such for training
an object detector by running it on training images. To produce
difficult negative samples, our modified Event Tracker is used
to find the highest scoring tracks in each video v using all
nonmatching models of class r such that r �= kv . These tracks
are used to compute the HMM scores svr for the nonmatching
models for each training video. Thus, the objective O pushes
each model to score as high as possible on the tracks through
the positive videos and as low as possible on all tracks through
other videos. The use of such difficult negative tracks is very
important. Without them, the system can easily classify the
training videos on the provided tracks and will not learn
models that can classify videos with automatically produced
tracks, as will be shown in Section VII.

B. Implementation Details

In addition to the output parameters w and the transition
parameters a, which are fully learned, our system contains
eight hyperparameters, which are not learned. There are
four hyperparameters in the training procedure: the iteration
delay until the onset of retracking the training videos, the
frequency of retracking, the automatic track queue size, and
the smoothing parameter of the SOFTMAX in the objective
function. There are four hyperparameters in the model: the
number N of states, the grid sizes nh and n f for the
HOG and HOF models, and the smoothing parameter h to
the output model sigmoid.

SOFTMAX is used in place of MAX in the objective
function in order to make the objective smooth. It removes the
discontinuities in the gradient that would otherwise be caused
by MAX. The smoothing constant y in SOFTMAX, which
controls how closely it approximates MAX, was fixed at 0.1.
This small value was chosen so that the value of SOFTMAX

is close to the true MAX.
At the start of training, the models are initialized in the

following way. The output models are initialized randomly
with elements sampled uniformly in [−1, 1]. These are then
shifted so that each output model sums to zero and subse-
quently normalized to have unit magnitude. The shift is done in
order to prevent some output models from having lower mean
and thus scoring poorly on all feature vectors. This would be
undesirable and potentially cause the model to learn to skip
that state before it has a chance to adapt to the data.

The transition matrices are initialized to a chain structure
that allows arbitrary backward transitions but only allows
transitions forward by a single state, i.e., the states are labeled
0, . . . , N − 1 and state i can transition to all states j ≤ i + 1,
where the probabilities are uniform among allowed transitions.
Thus, skipping states is initially disallowed, but arbitrary
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looping is possible. The HMMs are constrained to begin in
the first state 0 and end in the last state N − 1. This is
done so that the HMM cannot return a high score on a video
that depicts only a subsequence of an action, but must find
the full sequence. On such a video, the low score of states
corresponding to undepicted parts of the action will result in
a poor overall score. The number of states N was set to 4 by
looking at the actions in the datasets and observing that there
are generally fewer than four major human-discernible poses.
Because the model can learn that not all states are necessary,
we used this upper bound for all datasets and for all classes.

The computation needed to mine a training video
for high-scoring negative tracks, O(T N B(n2

f + n2
h)) (where

B denotes the number of locations in the image pyramid),
dominates that needed to compute the gradient and perform a
parameter update, O(T N(n2

f + n2
h) + T N2), because of the

comparatively compute-intensive step of running the HMM
state-conditioned models as detectors at a large number B of
positions and scales in each frame. Therefore, new negative
tracks are not produced every iteration of training. This is
done with a retracking frequency of once per 1000 iterations
instead, so that the models are substantially modified and will
produce a new set of negative tracks each time. To avoid cyclic
behavior caused by abrupt changes in the set of negatives, we
do not discard the previous set of negative tracks each time
new tracks are found. Instead, we maintain a queue of three
such sets, discarding the oldest set when the queue becomes
full. Thus, each set of negative tracks is used for 3000 updates.
Positive mined tracks are not used until the model has been
substantially trained in order to avoid using garbage tracks
as positive samples. In practice, they have been used after an
onset delay of 2000 iterations, and the weight given to the
mined positives has been half the accuracy on the training set.

As in [23], our HOG features are computed using 8×8 pixel
blocks. During training, the image inside each bounding
box is scaled so that the number of 8 × 8 pixel blocks in each
box matches the size of the grid of the output models. When
performing automatic detection and tracking, the computation
of the image scale pyramid controls the size of the boxes.
Larger values of the grid sizes nh and n f allow the modeling
of finer grained spatial information, but increase the runtime,
particularly for running all the output models as detectors.
The balance between details in the model and computational
efficiency is thus determined by the scale of the participants
in the dataset. We want the grid size to be large enough to
match the scale of the participants in the training videos: if it
is smaller, the boxes will be scaled down and details will be
lost; if it is larger, the boxes will be scaled up, and the extra
detail will be redundant and add unnecessary computation. For
all datasets except for the LCA dataset, we used nh = 10
and n f = 10, yielding 10 × 10 grids of HOG and HOF
features. For the Large Continuous Action (LCA) dataset, we
used nh = 6 because the participants tend to be at a smaller
scale, and the larger dataset makes computational efficiency
more important. The smoothing parameter of the output model
sigmoid h controls its steepness. It was chosen to be ten so
that the output for the dot product of two random unit vectors
is usually close to zero. Since our method performs well with

these intuitively chosen values on all the datasets, we have
not done a search through the space of these parameters to
maximize performance. It is possible that some other values
produce better results.

VI. NEW DATASET

We filmed a new dataset, Office11, to highlight the power
of the presented method. We are interested in recognizing
and localizing specific actions, such as might be used for
a robotics or surveillance application. Many other methods
are focused on Web video and general pattern recognition.
These different focuses result in different challenges. Videos
taken from movies or from Web sites like YouTube were
produced for human consumption, and contain scene tran-
sitions, highly zoomed in camerawork, and unknown cam-
era movement. However, a surveillance camera or robot
would not be presented with these difficulties, but instead
have other challenges, like occlusion and multiple simulta-
neous actions. Localization of detected objects and actions
would be also be more important than in a Web-based
setting. The types of actions to recognize in these two contexts
also differ. Whereas it might be useful to categorize and
retrieve YouTube videos based on general scene categories
like military parade, wedding, or horse race, specific actions
like a person marching, giving an object, or riding a horse
would be more relevant to a surveillance system or robot.

Our dataset is meant to better reflect these challenges
and attempts to remove two shortcomings of prior standard
datasets. First, most action recognition datasets focus on peo-
ple and do not include actions that involve the manipulation of
objects. Second, many action recognition datasets have strong
correlation between the background and the action taking
place. For example, in UCF Sports, diving always occurs in
an Olympic swimming pool. No other actions take place in a
pool, so identification of the background provides a powerful
cue to the action, “for instance, v_spiking normally happens
in a crowd of people and diving happens in a pool. This
is common for professional sport actions that take place in
highly structured environments” [16]. Similarly, in UCF11,
“basketball shooting and volleyball actions are also confused
in some cases: this is largely because most of the time, the
basketball and volleyball sports use very similar courts” [17].
While some consider the use of contextual information to
inform the classification process to be a virtue, we desire to
recognize actions in a semantically meaningful way, solely by
recognizing and localizing the action itself, which is more true
to the goal of video action recognition.

Office11 was filmed to remove these two shortcomings.
It avoids spurious correlation between actions and back-
grounds and includes actions that involve both manipulation
of objects and human body-posture changes. The dataset
includes 11 action classes: bend, kick, lunge, wave, open
drawer, close drawer, answer phone, hang up phone, talk
on phone, operate hole punch, and knock over cup. Some
actions are similar to those in other datasets, such as bend,
kick, and wave, but they all take place in the same background,
with several people constantly walking around in the field of
view, often occluding each other and depicting parts of other
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actions as one person performs the entirety of the desired
action. The open drawer and close drawer actions take place
in the same cluttered office with seven different drawers,
which are opened and closed. The remaining actions also take
place in a cluttered office. In this dataset, the background
cannot be used to distinguish bend, kick, lunge, and wave
from each other, nor to distinguish open drawer from close
drawer, or discriminate answer phone, hang up phone, talk
on phone, operate hole punch, or knock over cup from each
other. The dataset is slightly bigger than UCF Sports, with
179 videos.

VII. EXPERIMENTS

The performance of the presented method was compared
with state-of-the-art prior methods on three standard datasets
(Weizmann, KTH [4], and UCF Sports), as well as on the
LCA dataset [41] and Office11, and was found to be com-
petitive with recent methods. We also compare with several
baseline methods: the HOG baseline, the HOF baseline, and
the 3-Stage baseline. The HOG and HOF baselines use the
method described in this paper, but with only a single HMM
state and using only the HOG or HOF feature, respectively.
Both baselines use the same combined automatic tracking
method described here. Their poor relative classification accu-
racy shows that the performance of our method is not simply
due to the strength of the features, but due to their combina-
tion together with the sequence model. The 3-Stage baseline
classifies each video by detecting the person, tracking them,
and running the classifier of the presented method in sequence.
The DPM object detector produces the top person detection in
the first frame of the video, initializing the tracking–learning–
detection (TLD) tracker of Kalal et al. [19]. Finally, this
track is passed to the same trained action recognition models
used to evaluate our method. The poor relative performance
of this baseline shows the importance of the integration of
the detection, tracking, and classification systems. The tracks
produced by this baseline are also used to compare the
localization performance.

The classification results are reported in Table I and Fig. 5,
and the localization accuracy results are reported in Fig. 6.
The standard leave-one-actor-out evaluation protocol from
prior publication was used for the Weizmann dataset. The
KTH dataset was run with the train–test split associated with
the dataset and used by Yao et al. [32]. The UCF Sports
dataset was run with 16-fold cross validation. To compare
with the prior work on the LCA dataset, we used the same
70:30 Train–test split used to produce the results in [41]. For
Weizmann, UCF Sports, and Office11, the bounding boxes
for training were determined using information provided with
the dataset. For KTH, we used the boxes made available by
Lin et al. [42]. For the LCA dataset, as no such information
was provided, the boxes used as input for training were
generated automatically. For each dataset, we report the
accuracy of our method on the test videos with boxes
produced automatically by our learned models through
simultaneous tracking and action recognition. We also report
classification accuracy with manually annotated boxes on
the Weizmann, KTH, UCF Sports, and Office11 datasets,

TABLE I

CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF PRESENTED METHOD COMPARED
WITH RECENT PRIOR METHODS (ALL PUBLISHED SINCE 2009)

ON WEIZMANN, KTH, UCF SPORTS, LCA, AND OFFICE11
DATASETS. OUR NUMBERS ARE UNIFORMLY REPORTED

TO ONE DECIMAL PLACE. PRIOR RESULTS
ARE UNIFORMLY REPORTED TO

PUBLISHED PRECISION

in order to observe performance in the absence of difficulties
caused by tracking. As no such manual boxes are available
for the LCA dataset, we also report results using boxes
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Fig. 5. Confusion matrices for the presented method with automatic tracks
on each dataset.

obtained with the same method used to obtain the training
boxes. We also report results with models that were trained
without the use of additional bounding boxes produced by
mining for high scoring tracks with the Event Tracker during
training. This last number is included in order to show the
importance of such negative training data. Without it, the
performance is much worse than any of the other baselines
on almost every dataset.

A. Classification Accuracy

1) Weizmann Dataset: The Weizmann dataset consists
of 90 low-resolution video clips. There are ten classes, each
depicted once by each of nine different actors, wearing a
variety of different clothing. Experiments are done with a
ninefold leave-one-actor-out cross validation. These videos

Fig. 6. Localization accuracy as a function of IoU threshold. A comparison
between the presented method (solid lines) and the TLD tracker initialized
with the DPM object detector (dashed lines).

have a clean white background and a single visible person,
who performs the action. As noted in [31], many methods that
report results on this dataset depend on this clean background
to obtain a clean mask of the actors’ silhouette by performing
background subtraction as a preprocessing step.

Like [31] we do not rely on such properties. We instead
perform simultaneous recognition and localization with our
general-purpose system. Table I compares our results against
recent methods on this dataset. Our results with automatic
tracking are almost identical to those with manual tracks, both
making very few mistakes and outperforming several recently
published methods. While we do not achieve perfect results
like Tian et al. [31], we significantly outperform the result they
report without deformable parts. As [31] is among the most
similar methods to this work, particularly the version without
parts, this is an interesting result.

2) KTH Dataset: We evaluate our method on the
KTH dataset in order to compare with [32], the most recent
and most similar method. The KTH dataset consists of videos
depicting six human action classes: boxing, hand clapping,
jogging, running, walking, and hand waving. Each action
is performed several times by 25 different people each in
four scenarios: indoors, outdoors, outdoors while wearing
different clothes, and outdoors with scale variation caused by
camera zoom. This yields a total of 600 videos and 2391 action
instances. The dataset provides a split into training, validation,
and testing videos. Like [32], we use the training and valida-
tion sets for training, and test on the test videos. While the
training videos each contain several instances of each action,
they are quite similar, so we need to use only the first from
each video.

Table I compares our performance with that of [32]. The
method of Yao et al. [32] depends on manual annotation of
bounding boxes in the training videos, as we do, but also uses
manual annotation of part locations. They report results both
with manual annotation of part locations in the training videos
and without. We outperform both numbers, despite not using
all the training data. In particular, we greatly outperform them
when they only have bounding box annotations for training,
as we do. Since they use clustering on the part locations to
determine how the frames of training videos should be broken
up into distinct poses, the fact that we greatly outperform them
for the given same level of manual supervision shows that
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our method is better able to automatically learn the relevant
characteristics of the actions.

3) UCF Sports Dataset: The UCF Sports dataset consists of
150 videos obtained from the Web. This dataset also contains
ten classes. The videos in UCF Sports are much more diffi-
cult than those of Weizmann, containing substantial camera
movement, widely variant backgrounds and viewpoints, and
occasionally low temporal resolution. It also includes scene
changes that result in the actor sometimes jumping signifi-
cantly in the image from frame to frame. As noted earlier, it
contains significant correlation in background between videos
of the same class.

The previous work often uses leave-one-out cross validation.
It has been shown in [50] that the leave-one-out setting
allows methods to take advantage of scene correlation between
training videos. We instead use 16-fold cross validation. Doing
so reduces the amount of training data available, but our
method performs well despite this. Table I compares our
results with the recently published work. Our result with
manual tracks outperforms all previous works except [44],
but the result with automatic tracks outperforms only [31].
The camera movement, scene changes, and sometimes low
temporal resolution make tracking in this dataset very difficult.
Many of these other methods are BOW based: they do not
perform localization and can take advantage of the correlation
in background, which we ignore by design. However, our
results with automatic tracking are still good and critically
outperform [31].

Because Tian et al. [31] also attempt to localize actions and
recognize them based on the appearance and motion of the
actor, this comparison is worth discussing further. As on the
Weizmann dataset, they report results both with part models
and without, showing that they perform much better with such
part models. As our method does not use part models, it is
more similar to the version that lacks parts. On this dataset,
we outperform both numbers. This suggests that our method
of closely tracking the actor so that the models are centered on
the action better handles the variation present in UCF Sports
than the cuboid models of [31].

4) LCA Dataset: The LCA dataset is designed to simulate a
ground-based surveillance task. It consists of a 13-h subset of
the video produced by DARPA for year 2 of the Mind’s Eye
program and is very difficult. It contains 24 classes (approach,
arrive, bury, carry, chase, dig, drop, enter, exchange, exit,
flee, follow, give, hold, leave, pass, pick up, put down,
replace, run, stop, take, turn, and walk) in a number of
outdoor environments depicted from a variety of viewpoints
and scales, and often includes several people simultaneously
moving in the same video, partially occluding one another
and performing other actions not in the list of 24 classes.
Being designed to emulate surveillance, there is no camera
movement. All the action classes occur in each background
environment, so that the background gives little to no clue as
to the action. This is a very difficult dataset, despite the lack
of camera motion. A recent paper [41] compares the results
of eight recent methods. No method surpasses 17% accuracy.

As no bounding box information is included with LCA, we
used automatically generated boxes to initialize training. This

was done using our tracker with a generic object proposal
method [51] and a motion prior. To bias the tracker toward
moving objects, the mean optical-flow magnitude of each
proposal was added to its score to produce the detection score
f used by the tracker. The single highest scoring track as
determined by the Viterbi algorithm was used as the initial
positive track for each video. This simple tracker has no
information about the actions and therefore has no way to
determine which visible person to track when, as is often the
case in the LCA dataset, several people are simultaneously vis-
ible and moving. Therefore, these initial tracks are quite poor,
often tracking the wrong person. However, our method can
handle these noisy training detections. The use of the Event
Tracker to repeatedly resample the positive tracks according
to the partially learned action models during training allows
our method to recover from this, and perform competitively,
as can be observed in Table I.

We report results both using tracks for the test videos
that were pregenerated in the same manner described for the
training videos and using the learned models to automati-
cally localize the action with the Event Tracker. The results
using the Event Tracker outperform those with pregenerated
tracks, because the learned action models make it possible
to determine which person is performing the action. Our
method performs better than several methods, including Dense
Trajectories [13], and performs at a similar level with Action
Bank [44] and Improved Trajectories [45]. These four top
methods significantly outperform the rest, with all others
besides C2 [6] performing at a near chance level. This shows
that our method is able to match the state of the art on this dif-
ficult dataset, even with no manual annotation on the training
videos, using only noisy automatically generated boxes.

5) Office11 Dataset: As described previously, Office11 con-
sists of 179 videos, depicting 11 classes. It contains both
human-pose-related actions and manipulation of objects. We
performed a comparison experiment between our method and
two top-performing methods for which software is available:
C2 [6] and Action Bank [44]. Action Bank performs the best
on both the UCF Sports and LCA datasets, and so provides a
strong comparison. We performed an identical fivefold cross-
validation experiment on this dataset with both these methods
and our own. The results are shown in Table I. Our method
outperforms both other methods on this dataset.

B. Localization

We evaluated the localization accuracy of our method, sepa-
rate from classification accuracy. It is evaluated by computing
the intersection-over-union (IoU) measure between the track
produced by the highest scoring model and the ground-truth
track. We report the accuracy of localization as the fraction of
test videos with IoU above a certain threshold. Fig. 6 shows the
localization accuracy of our method on each of the datasets
as a function of this threshold and compares this with that
produced by the TLD tracker. Results are not reported for
LCA because ground truth is not available. Fig. 7 visualizes
localization examples that cannot be produced by low-level
tracking systems. Our method outperforms the TLD tracker
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Fig. 7. Example tracks automatically produced by our system on the unseen
test video. The top example from Office11 shows successful tracking of a kick
despite complete occlusion. A tracking system unaware of the action would
not produce this track because it is highly suboptimal according to low-level
criteria. The bottom example, from UCF Sports, shows successful tracking of
the single person performing the kick action out of many other visible and
moving people. Low-level tracking systems have no mechanism to choose
that particular person to track.

on every dataset. The performance of our system is somewhat
similar to that of TLD on the easier to track Weizmann and
KTH datasets, but is dramatically superior on the more difficult
UCF Sports and Office11 datasets.

VIII. DISCUSSION

Our method outperforms both [31] and [32], the two most
similar methods, both of which were published recently. It also
outperforms two state-of-the-art methods on our new dataset
Office11 and performs competitively in the very difficult
LCA dataset. It performs well with both manual and automatic
tracking. On the KTH dataset, classification performance is
actually higher than with manual tracking. This is likely
due to the manually annotated tracks being aligned poorly
with the person in some videos, a problem that is solved
by performing automatic tracking. On the LCA dataset, it
performs well despite noisy bounding boxes used for training
and also performs better with automatic tracking than with
predefined tracks obtained with a tracker unaware of the
action class. The evaluation of localization shows that lower
classification performance on the UCF Sports dataset with
automatic tracks compared with manual tracks may be due to
the difficulty in tracking the people performing the actions in
that dataset. Our results also show the importance of mining
for difficult negative tracks in the training data, rather than
using only instances of other actions as negative samples.
Without this additional negative training data, our method
learns models that perform extremely poorly. This suggests
that other methods such as [31] or [32] may benefit from a
similar step during training.

IX. CONCLUSION

We have presented a method for automatically learning the
changing appearance and motion patterns of actions in video.
It accomplishes this by automatically identifying the most
discriminative temporal subsequences of the action classes
and training sequences of appearance and motion detectors
to maximize the training classification margin. The learned
sequences of detectors are shown by their visualizations to be
intuitively meaningful representations of the actions. These
learned models can then be used to perform simultaneous

recognition and localization of actions in a new video. This
method has been shown to perform competitively with the state
of the art in action recognition on several datasets. In partic-
ular, it outperforms two recent methods that also attempt to
recognize and localize actions by appearance and motion.
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